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Cryptographic protocols are the backbone of our information society. While quantum key distribution is
the most famous two-party protocol which enables secure
communication between two trustful parties, all other
two-party protocols with protection even against distrustful players can be constructed from the basic primitive called oblivious transfer.
Security of oblivious transfer is established in the
noisy-storage model which requires that more quantum
signals are sent than a malicious party can reliably store.
As scalable and long-lived quantum memories are experimentally still very challenging this assumption can easily
be justified.
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Here, we present an experimental implementation of
oblivious transfer using continuous-variables, see Fig. 1.
The implementation is based on entanglement generated
by two squeezed light beams interfered at a beam splitter
and distributed between two parties. Both parties use
homodyne detection with a quadrature angle randomly
chosen from two orthogonal ones. Besides the optical
implementation a key component of our experiment is
a highly efficient non-binary information reconciliation
protocol with a success probability larger than 99.9%.
Our work enables the implementation of arbitrary twoparty quantum cryptographic protocols with continuousvariable communication systems.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup and results. a) Squeezed light at 1550 nm was generated in two parametric downconversion sources and superimposed at a 50:50 beam splitter to obtain entanglement. One mode was kept locally
by Alice and measured with homodyne detection randomly in the amplitude and phase quadrature. The other mode
was sent through a free-space channel simulated by a half-waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Bob then
performed homodyne detection randomly in amplitude and phase quadrature. PD: Photodiode, LO: Local Oscillator.
b) Secure oblivious transfer rate per signal obtained in the experiment. Points correspond to the generated oblivious
transfer rates in the experiment for two different storage rates, ν = 0.001 (red) and ν = 0.01 (blue), for quantum
memories with a transmittance of 0.75.

